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1/24 scale "VIPER" DRAG BIKE #613

This kit will require added skilled assembly which includes soldering and "Dremel" work. As with

any slot car it will require fine tuning for ultimate performance.

Some of the over glue may have to be removed from the lower weelie bar mounting area.

Step 1.
Begin with the assembly of the weelie bar. The
primary thing here is to make sure the weelie
bar is relaxed and flat when attached to the
frame. There are three pieces to the weelie
bar frame, the main bar and two short support
pieces. Adjust the main bar for flatness with a

pair of pliers if needed. Make sure the
bar fits into the bike frame holes just
forward of the rear axle as shown.
Adjust the holes if needed. Now Install
the 2-56 x 3/16 black cap screws into
the threaded holes. The screws should
be slightly snug but not tight. With the
main bar installed the rear of the bar
should touch your work surface.

Now take the two short weelie
bar pieces and check their fit into the upper
holes just above the rear axle location and
adjust holes if needed. With the upper bar
place make a short bend about 1/4" in
length from the end so that the end sits
flat on top of the main bar. See below (4).
Solder the ends on top of the main bar.

This will allow you to remove the weelie bar
assembly as needed by simply taking out
the 2-56 x 3/16 button head cap screws.

Take and cut a small piece
of brass pin tube 3/4" in length as shown (5)
Take and lightly tap the tube into the one of
the small black push nuts using a 4mm
socket as below (6). tap the push nut all the
way to the other end to within 1/8" of the
opposite end as shown in (7).
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Now insert the short side of the axle with nut into the front fork axle hole from
the inside by spreading the forks apart . insert another push nut onto the short
axle protruding from the outside of the fork as in (8) with the final assembly
shown in (9). Continue top right.

Use a Dremel cut off wheel to remove
any excess tubing protruding on the
outside of the removable end of the axle.
Hold the axle with a pair of pliers when
cutting.

The axle assembly should look like
the image to the left (11). The forks
can be pulled apart to install and
remove the aluminum o-ring front
wheel with spacers as needed.
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Cut the remainder on the
brass tubing in half to use in the rear
deck wing mounting holes. Use
superglue to secure the tubes in place.
It will help if you rough up the surface
of the tube with #100 sandpaper.

Take and cut a piece of stainless
pin tubing 7/8" in length. This will be for the
front nose body mount (13). Take and solder
one of the small stainless washers on the end
and insert the tube through the chassis holes
just behind the front axle with two washers
inside the front forks. Now take and solder
one more washer on the end of the opposite

side. Now center the tube between the forks and solder the inside washers
and make sure there is a little side to side play to allow the body to float. Use
the remainder of the stainless tube that you just cut and use it for the body
mount holes just under the the rider's seat. Solder two small washers on the
inside of the chassis frame and use the dremel to trim up the ends. This tube
does not need to float.
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Step 6. Now you can trim the front body
nose and insert your body mount pins
after checking the nose position on the
chassis. Trim the rear body piece and
insert pins into the lower seat mounting
tube as well as the rear wing tubes in
the rear top deck (15). slightly enlarge
the upper rear deck pin tube holes to
allow for the rear wing mount which will have a small stainless washer on the
end. Use the length of .025 piano wire for the rear wing mount (16). Below is
an example of how to make it with the small washers soldered on the end.
Templates for the wings and rear wing mount are on the back.
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FRONT, REAR WING AND REAR WING MOUNT TEMPLATES.

FRONT WING EXAMPLE Use double sticky tape to attach front wing to the side of the front body
nose over the guide.
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SEE PICTURE (16) ON FRONT.
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